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. OVERSEAS VISIT TO TIrSPTIX::T Sl']l;TROGRAPHIC E?UIPMENT IN . 

EUROPE AND ENGLAND 

ITDnmARY 

Holland 

Eindhoven. Application Laboratory, Philips Electrical Industries 
from 29.10.63 to 8.11.63. 

Germa.n.y 

. Wb:ilsbaden. Didier Metallurgical 1'lorks 
from 9.11.63 to 11.11.63. 

Oberkochen. Carl Zeiss Ltd 
from 12.11.63 to 13.11.63. 

Munioh. Slid Deutsche Kalk und Stickstoff T'Terke, Hart via Munioh, and 
Technische Hohschule 

]hgland 

London. 

Oxford. 

PURPOSE OF TRIP 

from 13.11.63 to 16.11.63. 

Geologioal Survey of Great Britain, and 
Hilger and 1'Tatts Ltd 

.\ 

Department of Petrology and Mineralogy, 
University of Oxford I from 

16.11.63 
to 

23.11.63. 

The principal reason for the visit ,"Tas to beoome familial' vTi th the 
assembly, alignment, and operation of the Philips PW1210 Automatic X-Ray 
Spectrograph on order to the GeolQgical Laboratory. In addition a i'Teek was 
spent in Germany inspecting installations of the spectrograph Hhich nere being 
used as production oontrol instruments. One day of this week was spent at the 
Zeiss ~licroscope Laboratory at Oberkochen discussing the operation of the Zeiss 
automatio photo microscope. A week was spent in England discussir~ the Hilger 
3 Metre Direct-Reading Spectrograph i'Ti th the makers, and problems of silicate 
analysis with members of the British Geological Survey and with the Department 
of Mineralogy and Petrology at the University of Oxford. 

EINDHOVEN 2 HOLLAND 

llight days l'lere spent at the application laboratory Philips Electrioal 
Industries Ltd, the makers of the PH1210 Speotrograph. During this period the 
assembly of the hlao~e was studied in the assembly section, and alignment 
procedures were oarried out i'lhilst doing actual analyses on the instrument. 
Initially tests "Tere carried out on the accurate analytical limits of the 
instrument and it was sho"m that it could analyse to 0.2% sodium, magnesium, 
silicon, aluminium, and phosphorus, ,"Ti th accuracies similar to or better than 
other methods. All the sensitivity tests nere carried out on sl2~s whose . 
overa.ll composition closely resembled a silicate material l'l11ich "rill be 
analysed in this laboratory. The elements at the IOvler atomio number end on 
the periodic table wore chosen for these tests beoause they are the most 
difficult to analyse by X-ray spectroscopy, and if high sensitivity can be 
achieved in this region of the periodic table, much highor sensitivity will 
bo obtainable for the higher atomio numbers. 
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Some time 1ms spent learninC; to operate the spectrograph~ mainly on 
methods of progra.mming specific analytical tasks. On the PI.f1 210 programming 
can be done t1'TO 1',eys; manually by progr(;Ul1IJlO panel on the instrtunent, a 
straightfor't'lard procedure, but somQi',hat slm-Ter than the al tctnative method -
the pegboard method. In tIllS latter system a pegboard is made up for oach 
programme and stored until required, v;hen it is simply plugged into the 
instrument and the programme is changed completely in a matter of seconds. 
AI though SOm01'That more difficult to set up, the pegboard method offers a much 
quicker. pregramme change and helps oliminate errors in programme arrangement. 

Some tests were c~rried out on the long term precision of the spectro
graph, by using a series of slags "Thich had been annlysod two months earlior 
and analysing them again for Silicon, ma.ng<ll1.ese and calcium. T~e curvos 't'lore 
remade and the analyses carried out on the now curve. In every case tho results 
wore identical, ovon to the spread of points about tho curve • 

.An interesting method of quali tati ve analysis 't'li th demonstrated in those 
analyses - that of using a ratio of a standard against the unknOl-nl. In this 
mothod it is not necessary to have a great number of standards, in fact only 
one standard is sufficient for acid granitic rocks. A curve is constructed 
using the intensity ratio of ste~dards to unlU10wn against concentration. At 
least four samples are used for each of the curves and the standard retained 
for all analyses using these particul~' curves. Tho results obtainod'were 
highly accurate, and the method is practical bocause of the fast operating speed 
of tho automatic spectrograph. A complote silicate analYSis can be carried out 
in roughly 20 minutes by this method; allol-ling for preparation time a sample 
could be analysed evory half hour. 

The stable life of the electronic components of the spectrograph ,ms 
given as from four to five years of constant operation, therefore, in the 
intorests ef continuous high preCision operation it will be worthwlrlle considering 
closing dow.n the instrument after about four years operation and thoroughly check
ing the circuits for correct oporation, replacing those components 1'Thich prove 
to be faulty. This may take a we8k to co:rry out and is absolutely nocessCJ:'y if 
continuous accurate operation is to be achieved. It is of interest to note that 
we are experienCing difficulties with the pii11540 arising from this very reason; 
the instrument has been in operation constantly for seven years without any 
mcjor overhaul or exchange of electronic components and it is now not possible 
to achieve high preCision in analysis. However, since the P'lrT1210 1'Jill be doing 
all of eur accurate X-ray analytical work it is not worthwhile going to the 
expense of changing a large number of components to aclllevo a precision "TO 'tnll 
not require from the older PH1540, which 'trill in future mainly be used for 
diffratrometry and qualitative spectrometry. 

nU'RESSIONS OF THE PW1210 Al1rOMATIC SPIDTROGRAPH 

The machine installed in the application laboratory at Eindhoven has 
been in operation for three years, and aside from f.:dlure of some simple oloctronic 
components it had operated continually and satisfactorily oval' this period. No 
major structural alterations wore found to be necessary, although detailed 
modifications n.'1.d beon made to increase its operating flexibility. The instrument 
is highly stable and evon at excitation of the ordor of 80 kilovolts, background 
is so low that for elements above 1% concentration no background correction is 
necessary. This results in faster analyses. After the programmes ~ve been 
sot up, the instrument is very Simple to operate. Its greet advC'.ntoge lies in 
its fully automatic operation; once tho samples n.~vo been loaded into the 
specimen chamber it 1's possible to deSign a programme such that after pressing 
the start button evory sample is anulysed for every element progrnmmed without 
any attention from the operator. Every operation necessary, such as changing 
analysing crystals, voltages, currents, collimators, vacuum del~s, count rates, 
etc. ere performed from the progrrunme panel or pegboard, and at no timo while 
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the m~chine was used by the writer did it fail to fulfil ~ of the programmed 
functions. Thus it is possible to start .0. prog.ronune at the end of the day 
~ the maohine will carry it out rund present the results typewritten out for 
use tbe. fallow1ng morning. A computer a.tt..1.chment for the PH1210 is at present 
on test at the application laboratory, vlhich vTill enable direct read-out of 
concentration from the instrument, thus eliminating the necessity of conversion 
of the di~tal read-out. This should result in considerable time saving. 

Places visited: 

Didier Worke, Wiesba.d.en. 
Carl Zeiss - Oberkochen. 
Strd Deutsche Xnlk und Stickstoff vTerke - Hart-Munich. 
Toohnischo Hohschule - l~ich. 

The first commercial :installation of a PW1210 spectrograph was inspeoted 
at Didier l'Terke, in one of the suburbs of Wiesbo.d.en. The instrument l'lo.S being 
used to ana.lyse refractories, olays and alloys, and although it had not beon 
in oper~.tion long the laboratory manager uas improssed w'ith its reliability and 
speed of operation. Booause they had no provious exporionoe of X-ray spoctro
ohemical analysis some time was spent in discuss:ing those techniques of analYSiB 
which we had. found usoful in our laboratory. Several methods of specimen 
preparation were ~gested to them which th~ had not tried and which should 
be much more effioient than the methods they were using. 

They intend to maintain a close contact with us on our work on silicate 
and other geochemical ana~es, and will naturally keep us informed of anything 
they do in the analytical field with X-ray spectrometry. 

A d~ was spent at the microscope factory of Carl Zeiss ~d at Oberkochen, 
where details of the automatic photomicroscope were discussed with its designer 
Dr. H. Piller. In the coUrse of the d.iscussion and demonstration, it beoame 
apparent that the Australian agents for Carl Zeiss were not aware of the highly 
sophisticated optics which were available for the photomicroscope when th~ 
sold us the instrument. Their lack of knowledge probably results frQm the 
highly speCialised nature of reflected light optics. As a result, the microscope 
at present in the laboratory has optiCS designed for biological work, and 
although these work satisfactorily, demonstrations by Dr. Piller made it apparent 
that the correct optics radically improve the instrument's performance, especial1y 
in polarized light at high magnification. Dr. Piller has agreed to write to the 
Australian agents and have them exchange our present optical kit for the 
correctly deSigned equipment. 

Dr. Piller is currently engaged in research into the reflectivity and 
hardness of minerals, and is designing equipment to measure these parameters 
under a microscope. An international panel of mineralogists has bean set up 
to advise an this type of measurement, and an microscopic eqUipment, but to date 
no deCision has been reached about standa.rds for reflectivity and hardn~ss. 
The chief difficulty is that trace levels of impurities can materially alter 
both those characteristics. 

For the present the Bureau laborato~y would have no interest tn those 
measurements in determining mineral speCies in reflocted light. H01rTeVer, l'lhen 
standardization is achieved and the effects of impurities fully understood, tho 
methods may be qui to useful. Dr •. Piller~ has prOmised to keep me informed on 
tho progress of the vlork and the decisions of the mineralogical panel. 

The la.boratory of the SUd Deutsche Knlk und Stickstoff Harke is at Hart, 
about 100 kilometres east of Munich. They have had a PW1210 automatic spectro
graph installed for about three months engaged en the routine analysis of 
ferro-silicon alloys for iron, titanium, calcium, magneSium, aluminium, manganese, 
silicon and rare earths. The instrument has had no teething troubles and has· 
producod highly accurate and fast results~· the output is about 60 soparate 
olomantal analyses per hour. 
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The officer in charge of the laboratory was particularly impressed 
wi th the high stability of the instrument and 'Hi th the high intensity availa.ble 
for exCitation, which results from good design, especiallY.in the geomotry of 
the X-ray tubes and specimen layout. For example, a Siemens instrumont also 
used by the laboratory uses a chromium tube capable of a power output of 
2 kilowatts, and although the chromium tube of the Philips machino is only 
capablo of 1.3 kilowatts maximum, tho fluorescent intensity for ~ sample 
is three times groator from the Philips machine than from the Siemens at the 
maximum tube output. 

vlliile in Munich, acting on a suggestion by the staff of the a.pplication 
laboratory at Eindhoven, I visited the Tochnische Hohschule whore Dr. El~hn
We1nbe1mer has been working on the application of X-ray fluorescence to tho 
eJlalysis of rocks and minerals. She has been using the ratio method to study 
the distribution of minor and trace elements in granite and considers that this 
mot hod will replace optical emission spectrometry in geochomical work for 
olements above sodium and for all but very faint traces. Because so little 
specimen preparation is necessary, accuracy is high, and the only inaccuracies 
will be thoso that derive from the instrument itself. She is working with a 
Philips PW1540 spectrograph stoiler, to that installed in our laboratory, and 
finds that the method is slow, but intends to purchase a PW1210 autom~tic 
instrumont and believes that this 'nIl mnke possiblo three silicate analyses 
per hour. 

Her investigation into methods very closely pnrallels ours. She considors 
that the fusion techniques are too troublesome and time consumm~. \'Te hrwe found 
this to be the case in our laboratory, and have initiated an investigation into 
the possibilities of using thin films V1i th internal standards. Dr. Ueinhoiner 
has tried this also and although she thinks the method is promiSing, she considers 
that the Simpler ratio method gives the desired accuracy, and the only objeotion 
to tho use of the method, that of lOll output, is overcome by the speed of 
operation of the automatic instrument. 

ENGLAND 

Placos visitod: 

Hilger and 1V'atts - London. 
The laboratories of the British Geologic~l Survey, London. 
The Department of Minernlogy and Petrology - The University 

of Oxford. 

The main purpose of the visit to Hilger and ~'fatts lms to discuss the 
3-Metre Direct-Reading Spectrograph built for the Bureau laboratory. Some 
criticism of the results achieved by thorn on test runs had been made, and it 
was considered that these cri ticisus should be discussed in detail ,·Ii th the 
instrument's designer. The result of these discussions clarified sevoral doubt
ful pOints and the designer assured me that the instrument was entire~ satis
factory III every respect. He stressed that no major structural changes should 
be made in tho instrument, and said that it was only il :catter for this laboratory 
to devise suitable operating teChniques to make the machine operate satisfactori~ 
on those analysos for which it was designed. He admitted that the staff of 
Hilger and lVatts did not havo sufficient exporience on silicate analysis to 
exhaustively test the instrument on the very low concentration ranges of certain 
olements and assured me that the results on the higher concentrations showed 
that the instrument was structural~ perfect. 

When asked how long it should take to have the machine fully operative 
after installation the designer said that it should not take longer than three 
months. He stressed that if sc..tisfactory results wore not achieved ,'/'o should 
modify our oporating procedures rather than suspect the instrument of 
malfunction. He ,oms omphD.tic that if changes "TorO made to the instrument befora 
thoroughly checking our analytical procedures, considerable time l'Tould bo lost 
before the machine could bo usod. for analytical work. For oxamplo, it has boen 
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found a.t Pilkington Gla.ss \'iorks, '·Tho operato ~I 3-metre instrument, that 
variations in pC'..cking density of the sample in electrodes can produce errors in 
intonsi ty. This en·oct is so me;dccd thnt the officer in charge of the spectro
graph can toll which technicians I1t.;·we loaded electrodes by tho vC'..riation in 
intensity of spectral lines from their individual work. 

In the event of minor changes in the instrument becoming necessary, an 
arrC'..ngoment was made '"lhereby we cem "r.ri te directly to Hilger and v1n.tts r2,ther 
than the local agents, and any equipment necessa.ry i"lill be forwarded to us 
immedi~tely by the quickest practical method. 

While at Hilgers I inspected their automatic X-ray spoctrogrnph - the 
"Fluoroprint". This instrument is not a nevi'design, but is merely the old 
model "Fluorovnc" with un added section to make it automatic. The machi~~ is 
not up to modern electronic design stundard - it still uses vncuum tubeS": . 
throughout and is much larger than the equivalent Philips instrumont.; on.o of 
these instruments has been given on approva.l ~o a stoel works at WetzlriX', Germany, 
for twelve months, and while visiting the South German Lime and Nitrogen vTorks, 
nt Hart, the officer in chnrge of tho laboratory there told me thut they had not 
been able to get tho instrument to work satisfnctorily, and were therefore 
intending to purchase a Philips unit. 

In the atomic absorption field, Hilgers have several types of instruments 
in production, but none of them offers any advantngcs over the model produced 
by Techtron, Melbourne. 

They are doing somo research into excitation with furnaces rather than 
flames with a vie,,; to improving the accuracy of analyses; so far this is only 
in the experimenta.l stnge and no definite results hc.vc beon achieved. 

At the British Geological Survey, the X-ray analytical work is being 
carried out by Mr. J .E.T. Horne, and an nssistant. They are currently working 
on complete analys~s of shales by X-ray methods. The an~lysis is achieved by 
addition of internal standards and briquotting tho ground sample at 10 tons 
pressure. They lli~vo explored the possibilities of various fUSion methods and 
like us, consider them to be too troublesome to be of real value in routine 
analysiS. I discussed vTith him the possibilities of thin film 1"1ork which he 
had tried "r.i. thout success~ However after giving him details of the results we 
have achieved so far he intends to continue on the investigation of tlns method 
combining some of our work ui th a very useful method of thin film production 
that he has designed. He "dll inferm us of any useful results obtained. 

Some time wus sP9nt lvi th Dr. J. Zussman of the Department of Petrology 
and Mineralogy, University of Oxford. Dr. Zussman has beon engaged on the 
analysis of silicC'..te rocks by X-ray fluorescence. He has tr1ed fusiWl 
methods, thin films and briquottod. scmples and considers th~l.t the method i"Th1ch 
shows the most promise is tho fusion method in "lh1ch a heavy absorber is added 
to make the mass absorption coefficient uniform for all s~plos. This method 
is used by the United States Geological Survey ~nd has given reasonably accurate 
results. 

CONCLUSIONS .. 

Only two instruments of sequential analysis type are manufactured in 
England and Europe. These are the Hilger Fluoroprint and the Philips PW1210. 
An automatic X-ray spectrograph is made in the U.S.A. by Applied Research 
Laboratories, but this instrument only doos 9 elements automatically, and if 
additional are required to tako this number to 22, the totnl cost of the 
instrument is around £30,000. The big disadvantage from the geological point 
of.view in this type of instrument .is its laok of flexib±litY·inautomatic 
opo~a.t:!:on~· It"··cb..h·only carry out ~htqm~~t±c ,ariq.lYsEis· on those clements built 
into its progTammc·, whoreas'./tho· sequential analyser can o.utomaticully Malyso 
all oloments from sodium to uramiutn in batches of 15 per programme. The 
changing of the progro.mme cen bo very simply offootod. in tho lnbo~o.tor~ in 
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e. very short time without any fundamental c&1llges to the instrument. _4nother 
big disadv~tngo with the Applied Research Lnboratory's instrument is that the 
ratemeter circuit is a direct adapticn of' that used in the A.R.L. Optical 
Direct-Reading Spectrogrcph, i.e. capacators Qre charged by the energy derived 
from the X-ray beam and read-out is effected by discharging the capncator and 
recording its charge. This system is not 1'1011 suited to X-ray measurement; 
the ideal and more accurate arrangement is to count pulses generated in the 
counter probes by tho incident X-rays as in the Philips and Hilger instruments. 

The work done on the Philips instrument at Eindhoven demonstrated four 
main features that make it very well suited to the type of work it will be 
callod on to perform in the geological laboratory. These features c.I'e:-

1. Simplicity of operation. 
2. Speed of analysis. 
3. Extreme sensitivity. 
4. Excellent precision. 

Inspection of installe.tions of the instrument in Germany showed that it 
is entire~ reliable. 

On the question of stable life of the electronic components in this 
instrument, some thought should be given to a very complete systematic check of 
all parts of the instrument after not more t~~ 4 ycars of operation. This 
will ensure that the I1k1.chine reta.ins its original accura.cy. 

MEI'HODS 

Most of the spectrographers with 't"hom methods of specimen prepara.tion 
lTOI'e discussed held the opinion that the fusion methods lfore too troublesome to 
be roally useful for routine application. We :r..ave experimentod to some length on 
fUSion in this laboratory and ha.d also arrived e.t this conclusion. For certain 
limi ted npplic,,"tions the use of the fusion method is very sui tnblo, particularly 
lihere only a fevl analyses are to be made as in the cQ.se of 1"ork done by 
Dr. J. Zussmn.n of Oxford University. Besides the length of time taken in fUSion 
methods, the large dilutions involved result in lower intensities for the 
nnclytical lineB~ this is particularly the case where a heavy absorber is added. 
For the type of application in this laboratory, the ratio method appears to be 
the most promising. It h~1s the advantage of constantly checking the mcchino 
vnrin.tions [..,.s Hell as taking full advr'.:ntage of the [mtomatic operation of tho 
PVT1210. Some dilution with a hea~J cbsorber ma.y improvo the a.nalysisbecause less 
standards may be requirod as the matrix approaches a cornmon mass absorption 
coefficient. At this $age howevor it is not considered advisable or practicel 
to dilute the sample to such an ext en t that a common r.lass c.~bsorption coefficient 
is [~ctually aChieved, but rather to combine tho ratio method with a 1 x 1 dilution 
I'd th 6. hoavy absorber during the grinding process to improv~ tho standnrd of 
accuracy. 
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